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Path problems, assignment problems, transportation problems and minimum cost network 
flow problems have been solved in connection with algebraic objectives which cover sum objec- 
tives, bottleneck objectives, ordinal sums, lexicographic multicriteria objectives and others. An 
out-of-kilter method is developed for circulation problems with algebraic objectives. In contrary 
to algebraic methods for network flow problems treated so far this method also solves problems 
with lower capacities and negative arc costs. All problems mentioned before can be solved by the 
new method with a complexity not worse than the best complexity known so far. Also scaling 
techniques can be applied which shows that the algebraic irculation problem is polynomially 
solvable. 
1. Introduction 
A linear ordered monoid (H, . ,  _<) is a set H together with a commutative and 
associative operation * :H×H~H and a linear order relation "_<_" which is com- 
patible with the operation " . "  i.e. a < b (a, b e H)  implies a* c < b* c for all c ~ H. 
Furthermore there exists a neutral element e~ H with a* e = a for all a ~ H. A linear 
ordered monoid is called d-monoid if for all a, b ~ H with a_< b there exists an ele- 
ment c~H with a.c=b.  A d-monoid is weakly cancellative if
(1.1) a*b=a*c  impl ies  b=c or a*b=a.  
Let  Z+ be the set o f  nonnegat ive  integers .  Then  an  externa l  operat ion  
[] : Z+ xH~H is de f ined  induct ive ly  on  H by  
oTqa=a°=e,  
(1.2) nDa=an=a*(n -1)Da for  n= 1,2 . . . . .  
For  a l ,  a2 . . . . .  an ~ H we def ine  
a i=a l .a2  * ... *a  n . 
i - I  
Let G = (V, E)  be a directed graph with vertex set V= { 1 . . . . .  n} and arc set 
E ___ Vx V. Then the algebraic irculation problem is an algebraic optimization pro- 
blem which  has  the  fo l low ing  fo rm.  
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(ACP) Minimize z= * xijDaij, 
(i,j)~E 
subject o 
(1.3) ~ xji = ~ x O. for all ieV ,  
(j,i)~E (i,j)~E 
(1.4) lij<_xij<_cij integer for all ( i , j )eE.  
In ACP the integer values xij are to be interpreted as integer flows through arcs 
(i, j )e  E which are bounded by integer lower resp. upper capacities 10 resp. cij with 
0 < lij<_ cij<_ c¢. The values aij may be interpreted as costs associated with arcs (i, j ) .  
x=(xij ) is called a circulation if (1.3) is satisfied and xo~Z ÷ for all ( i , j )eE.  If in 
addition (1.4) is valid the circulation is called feasible. 
By specializing the algebraic stucture given by the d-monoid we get besides the 
classical sum objective function several other objectives like lexicographic sum ob- 
jectives, bottleneck objectives, time-cost objectives, etc. For a detailed iscussion of 
these objectives ee Zimmermann [18]. 
Algebraic circulation problems have been discussed by Hamacher [13]. 
We will generalize the out-of-kilter algorithm which was developed independently 
by Minty [16] and Fulkerson [12] for problems with sum objectives to the more 
general ACP. The version of the general out-of-kilter algorithm presented has com- 
plexity O(n 2 ~(i,j)EF~ kij) with 
(1.5) kij= I lij if aij> e, 
(cij if aij< e, 
if we assume that all capacities cij are finite. 
Furthermore we will show that scaling techniques proposed by Edmunds & Karp 
[9] also can be applied to the general problem to get a polynomial algorithm which 
has complexity O(n2m logp) where m is the number of arcs and 
p=max{cijl (i,j) e E}. 
The generalized out-of-kilter algorithm can be applied to solve the following 
special cases of the ACP. 
(1) The algebraic shortest path problem. If in a network we have aij>_e for all 
arcs (i, j )e  E, we get an O(n 2)-algorithm to find a shortest path from a fixed vertex 
s to a fixed vertex t. The complexity is the same as the complexity of an algebraic 
version of Dijkstra's algorithm given by Zimmermann [18]. 
(2) The algebraic assignment problem. For the algebraic assignment problem we 
get an O(n 3)-algorithm. Algorithms with the same complexity have been developed 
by Frieze [10] and Burkard & Zimmermann [7]. An O(n4)-algorithm can be found 
in Burkard, Hahn & Zimmermann [5]. 
(3) The algebraic transportation problem. For the algebraic transportation pro- 
blem an O(n2p)-algorithm where p is the sum of all demands was given by Burkard 
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[4]. We present an algorithm with the same complexity. Applying scaling techniques 
we get an O(n 4 logp)-algorithm. 
(4) The algebraic network f low problem. For networks with aij>_e for all 
( i , j )EE  Burkard, Hamacher & Zimmermann [6] have developed an O(n2v) - 
algorithm for finding a minimum cost flow from fixed vector s to some fixed vertex 
t which has a given flow value u. Using the algebraic out-of-kilter method we get 
an algorithm with the same complexity and an O(n 2m log o)-algorithm if scaling is 
applied. 
The generalized out-of-kilter algorithm is based on a duality theory of algebraic 
linear programs as developed by several authors in the past years (e.g. Burkard [3], 
Zimmermann [17], Frieze [11], see also the monograph by Zimmermann [18] and 
the survey paper by Burkard & Zimmermann [8]). 
In Section 2 the main results of this duality theory are summarized. Furthermore 
these results are used to develop sufficient conditions for optimal circulations. In 
Section 3 under the assumption that all capacities cij are finite, a pseudopolynomial 
algorithm for the algebraic irculation problem is derived. 
The next two sections are of more theoretical interest. Section 4 shows that scaling 
techniques can be applied to get a polynomial bounded algorithm and in Section 5 
it is shown how problems with cij = oo can be reduced to the bounded case. 
2. d-monoids and algebraic linear programs 
In this section sufficient optimality conditions for circulations are developed. 
These conditions are based on a theory of algebraic linear programs as described 
in the monograph of Zimmermann [18]. However an error in this monograph was 
the starting point for developing a different optimality criterion (see Brucker et al. 
[2]) which is more appropriate for our approach. 
Throughout his paper we assume that (H, *, <)  or shortly H is a weakly cancel- 
lative d-monoid. H is called cancellative if
(2.1) a*b=a*c  implies b=c. 
An element a e H is called strictly positive resp. strictly negative if a > e resp. a < e. 
A d-monoid H can be partitioned into a family (H a, 2 cA)  of sub-d-monoids 
where A denotes a nonempty, linearly ordered set such that 
a<_b and a*b=b*a=b for all a~H~, b~H~ with 3.,r/~A and 2<r/ .  
A maximal partition of this kind is called ordinal decomposition of H. For a ~ H 
let 2(a) be the unique index with aeHa~a). The following theorem describes ome 
useful properties of ordinal decompositions. 
Theorem 1. Let H be a weakly cancellative d-monoid and (Ha; 2 cA)  an ordinal 
decomposition of  H. Then the following properties hold. 
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(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.5a) 
(2.5b) 
A has a smallest element 20 and 2 (e) = ~.o. Furthermore for  all a, b e H with 
a<b we have 2(a)___~(b). 
I f  there are strictly negative lements in H, then Hao contains a group. Each 
strictly negative element is contained in this group. Otherwise Hx0 = {e}. 
2(a,b)=max{2(a),~.(b)} for  all a ,b~H.  
For all a, b, c ~ H with 2 (a) < min{)~ (b), ~l (c)} we have 
a * b = a * c implies b = c, 
a ,b<a*c  implies b<_c. 
For the construction of  an ordinal decomposit ion and a proof  of  Theorem 1 we 
refer to Z immermann [18]. 
Let A = (aij) be an m × n-matrix with elements in Z+ and let B = (bjk) be an n × l- 
matrix with elements in H. Then the m x/-matr ix A DB is defined by 
(A [] B)ik = (C~il [ ]  b lk ) * (0~ i2 [] b2k ) *... * (Olin [] bnk ) 
n 
= * aijD%k. 
j - I  
Particularly for x = (x i) ~ Z~ and a = (ai) E H n we have 
n 
xT[Za = * xi[~a i. 
i - I  
Furthermore for a = (ai), b = (bi)E H n we define a* b = (a i * bi)E H n. Now we are 
ready to define algebraic linear programs and to describe sufficient optimality con- 
ditions for such programs. 
Let A be an m × n-matrix and let b an m-vector with elements in Z+. Then the 
problem 
Minimize z=xTE3a, 
(2.6) subject to 
Ax>-b, x~Z~ 
is called an algebraic linear program. Let us assume that (2.6) has an optimal solu- 
t ion ~?. Then we set £=yTDa.  
xeZ~_ is called primal feasible for (2.6) if Ax>_b. Let H+ ={aeH]a>_e}.  
Furthermore for an arbitrary matrix A=(ai f l  define A+=(max{O, aij}) and 
A =( -A)+.  Then u6H~ is called dual feasible if 
(2.7) AT+Du<--a*(AT_Du). 
I f  in addition for the components u i of  u we have 
(2.8) max{2(u0 . . . . .  )~(Um) }< )t (z-), 
then u is called strongly dual feasible. The concept of  strong feasibility seems to be 
necessary to get the following result. 
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Theorem 2. Let x be a primal feasible solution and let u be a stongly dual feasible 
solution of (2.6) satisfying the following conditions 
(2.9) (Ax-b)T[~u=e, 
(2.10) xT~=e 
where ~= (gtj) tH  n is defined by (A T []u)j*~j= aj* (A T- []u)j (Oj=e if (A T+[]u)j= 
aj* (A v [~ u)j). Then x is an optimal solution of (2.6). 
For a proof of this theorem see Brucker et al. [2]. 
If we apply Theorem 2 to the algebraic irculation problem we get optimality con- 
ditions which are basic for the generalized out-of-kilter method. 
First we write down ACP in the following way 
:~ = minx T [] a, 
subject to 
(2.11) ~ xji- ~ xij>-O for all i t  V, 
(j,i)eE (i,j)eE 
(2.12) ~ xij- ~ xji>_O foral l  i t  V, 
(i,j)~ E (j,i)e E 
(2.13) xij>_lo for all ( i , j)tE, 
(2.14) -xq>_ -cij for all (i , j)tE, 
xijtZ+ for all (i , j)tE. 
Let I VI =n and IEI =m. We denote by u, fi, o respectively w the vectors of dual 
variables associated with (2.11), (2.12), (2.13) respectively (2.14). (u, fi, o, w) with 
u, f i t  H+ and o, w t H~ is strongly dual feasible if 
(2.15) u j , l~ i ,o i j~Ui* l~ j*w i j *a i j  for all (i , j)tE, 
(2.16) 2(wij),2(oij)<_2(~ for all ( i , j)tE, 
(2.17) 2(ui),2(fii)<_2(~ for all i t  V. 
Furthermore by Theorem 2 a feasible circulation x is optimal if there exists a 
strongly dual feasible solution (u, fi, o, w) with 
(c- x)T[]w=e, 
(2.18) (x--l)V[]o=e, 
xTDd=e. 
Conditions (2.18) are certainly satisfied if for all ( i , j ) tE we have 
Wgj > e implies Xi j  = Cij  , 
(2.19) vij>e implies xij=lij, 
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x6>0 implies u j*12 i ,o i j=Ui , l~ j ,w i j ,a i j .  
The following lemma shows that there exist optimality conditions which do not 
involve the variables ~i, vii and wij. 
Lemma 3. Let x be a feasible circulation and u = (Hi) t H~ satisfying 
2(ui)<--2(Z') for all i t  V. 
I f  for x, u the conditions 
(2.20) l 0 = xij < cij implies uj <_ aij* Hi, 
(2.21) lij<Xo.<Cij implies uj=aij*ui, 
(2.22) lij < xij = cij implies uj >_ aij* ui, 
hold for all ( i , j ) rE ,  then x is an optimal solution for ACP. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show the existence of a strongly dual feasible solution 
(u, t~, o, w) satisfying (2.19). 
We set t~i=e. Then 2(0i)=20_<2(z') for all i t  V. Also 2(ui)_<2(z') by assumption. 
Furthermore notice that by (2.4) we have 
2 (xT[~ a) = max({2 (aij)[(i, j )  t E; x 0 > 0} LI {20}). (2.23) 
Thus 
(2.24) 2(~>_2(aij) if lij>O. 
Now we consider four cases. 
Case l: lij=xij<cij. Thus by (2.20) we have uj<_aij*ui. 
If lij>O we set wij=e and let oijtH+ with uj*oij=aij*ui to satisfy (2.19). Fur- 
thermore u j tH+ implies oij<_uj*oij=aij*u i and together with (2.2), (2.4), (2.24) 
and the assumption we have 
2(oij) <-2(aij* ui) = max{2 (aij), 2 (ui)} _< 2 (z-). 
If lij = xij = 0 let 06 = wij = e. 
Case 2: lo<xij<cij. Thus by (2.21) we have u j=a i j *u  i. In this case we set 
Oij = w i j=e .  
Case 3: lij<xO=c O. Then by (2.22) we have uj>_ui,aij. We set oij=e and let 
wi j tH  + with ui*ao* wO=u j, which implies 2(wij)<~(uj)<2(z-). 
Case 4: lo=xO=cij. First we consider the subcase 10>0. If uj<_aij*ui, define 
uj*oij=ao,u i and wij=e. Again we have 2(vij)<_max{2(aij),2(ui)}<2(z-). If 
u j>%*u i, define aO*ui*wij=uj and vij=e which implies 2(wij)<2(z-). Finally if 
lij = Xij = 0 let oij = wij = e. 
In all cases we get a strongly dual feasible solution satisfying (2.19). []. 
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For  convenience we call u = (ui)~ H~_ compatible with ACP if 
(2.25) 2(ui)<.2(z') for all i e  V. 
An  arc (i, j )eE  is called 'in kilter' with respect o some u e H~ and some circula- 
t ion x if lij<<_xij<cij and condit ions (2.20) to (2.22) hold.  Otherwise (i, j) is called 
'out-of-kilter'. An arc (i,j) is in kilter if and only if the 'kilter number' 
~ [Xij -- lijl i f  u j< aij* u i, 
(2.26) k(xij, uj, ui)=-] lxij-cijl if uj>aij*u i, 
/ 
t max(O, lij-xij, xij-cij } if uj=aij*u i
is zero, A 'kilter sum' with respect o x and u is defined by 
(2.27) k(x, hi) = ~ k(xij , llj, Ui). 
(i,j)EE 
The fol lowing theorem is an immediate consequence of  Lemma 3. 
Theorem 4. Let x be a circulation for  ACP.  I f  there exists a compatible u E H~_ for  
ACP in such a way that k(x, u)= O, then x is optimal. 
3. A generalized out-of-kilter algorithm for bounded problems 
In this section we will show that the out-of-k i l ter  a lgor i thm as described in the 
textbook of  Lawler [15] if slightly modi f ied also works for algebraic irculat ion pro- 
blems. 
For  the flow capacit ies lo, cij we assume that O<lo.<_c q. 
Also ca= oo is possible. However if in the network there are arcs (i, j )  with aij 
strictly negative and cq = ~ some diff iculties may appear  in connect ion with un- 
bounded solutions. For  this reason we assume in this section that cij< oo for all arcs 
(L J).  In this case the set of  all feasible circulations of  ACP  is finite and thus bound-  
ed. The general case is discussed in Section 5. 
Next we will cite some definit ions and results f rom network flow theory. Let x 
be a circulation. Then an undirected path p f rom some vertex s to some vertex t is 
cal led augmenting path with respect o x if for all arcs (i, j) in p directed from s to 
t we have xij<cij and for all arcs (i, j) directed f rom t to s we have xij>lij. Arcs 
directed f rom s to t resp. f rom t to s are called forward arcs resp. backward arcs. 
Similar ly we may define an augmenting cycle with respect o x and some given orien- 
tat ion of  the cycle. I f  z is an augmenting cycle with respect o some circulat ion x
and ~ is some number with 
g_< min{gl,  6 2 } 
where 
gl =min{%-x i j ]  ( i , j )ez  is forward arc}, 
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t~ 2 = min{x 0.- lijl(i, j )  e z is backward arc}, 
then we may replace the circulation x by a new circulation 2 
xij+fi if ( i , j )ez  is forward arc, 
xij = )x0 -  8 if (i, j )  e z is backward arc, 
~_Xij else. 
We call this process a change of  the circulation in z by ft. 
A cut in G=(V ,E)  is a partition of  V into  two nonempty sets S and T= V\S .  
(S, T )= {( i , j )~E[ i6S ,  j~  T or i~ T, j~S} 
is the corresponding cutset and 
(3.1) c(S,T)= E cij- E 10 
(Lj) eE (i,j)~E 
i~S, j cT  i~T, jaS 
is called the capacity of (S, T). Let s e S and t e T. Then (S, T) is called a (s, t)-cutset. 
The following theorem due to Hof fman [14] characterizes situations in which feasi- 
ble circulations exist. 
Theorem 5. ACP  has a feasible solution if and only if  
(3.2) c(S, T)>O for  all cutsets (S, T). 
In the generalized out-of-kilter algorithm we start with a not necessarily feasible 
circulation x and u ~ H+ which is compatible with ACP.  Then step by step either 
the circulation x or the vector u are changed until the kiltersum k(x, u) becomes zero. 
During the process we keep the circulation property of  x and the compatibil ity of  
u. Thus if k(x, u)= 0 by Theorem 4, we have an optimal circulation x. 
To facilitate the description of  these steps the arcs in the network are painted 
according to the current (x, u)-value. This is done in the following way. 
(i) Paint an arc (i, j) green if lij<xij<cij, uj=aij*ui. 
(ii) Paint an arc (i,j) red if either lij=xO=c 0 or lij=xO<cij, 
lii < xij = cij, uj > aij * ui. 
(iii) Paint an arc (i, j) yellow if either xij<l 0 or lo<_xij<cij, 
J lij=xij< cij, u j=ai j .u i. We call these arcs yellow forward arcs. 
(iv) Paint an arc (i, j )  yellow if either xO > cij or lij < xij <_cij, uj< aij . u i or lo < xij = 
c 0, uj = aij* ui. We call these arcs yellow backward arcs. 
Notice that all arcs which are out of  kilter are painted yellow. Thus if k(x, u)% O, 
there exists a yellow arc (i, j )  with positive kiltervalue. I f  (i, j )  is a forward arc we 
set t = i and s =j .  I f  (i, j) is a backward arc, we set t = j  and s = i. Due to the 3-colour 
lemma of  Minty [16] one of the following alternatives holds. 
(A) There exists an augmenting cycle z consisting of green and yellow arcs which 
contains (i,j). 
(B) There exists a (t, s)-cutset (T, S) consisting of  yellow and red arcs. All yellow 
uj<aij*u i or 
uj>aij*u i or 
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forward arcs are directed from Tto  S and all yellow backward ar.cs are directed from 
Sto  T. 
Notice that in case (B) the yellow arc (i,j) belongs to the cutset (T, S). Thus z or 
(T, S) contains a yellow arc with positive kiltervalue. 
The augmenting cycle z or (t, s)-cutset (T, S) can be constructed by a simple label- 
ing procedure. In this connection we call a vertexj  reachable f rom a vertex i if there 
exists a green arc (i,j) or a yellow forward arc (i,j) or a green arc (j, i) or a yellow 
backward arc (j, i). The labeling process starts associating vertex s the label "co"  
Next s is scanned by labeling all vertices reachable f rom s with "s" .  The general step 
may be described as follows. An unscanned labeled vertex i is scanned by labeling 
all unlabeled vertices j reachable from i with " i " .  The procedure stops if t is reached 
or if the labeling process cannot be continued because all labeled vertices are scann- 
ed. I f  t is reached an augmenting cycle with property (A) is found. The cycle consists 
of  (i, j )  and the undirected path constructed from s to t which can be reconstructed 
using the labels. I f  t is not reached the set S of  all labeled vertices defines a (t,s)- 
cutset with property (B). 
I f  (A) holds the circulation x is changed. Otherwise u is changed. Details of  these 
changes are given below. 
(~) Change of  circulation. Let z be a cycle with property (A). Then consider the 
following sets of  arcs. 
Y+ : the set of  yellow forward arcs in z, 
Y- :  the set of  yellow backward arcs in z, 
G + : the set of  green arcs which in z have the same orientation as the arcs in Y+, 
G : the set of  all green arcs in z which in z have the same orientation as the arcs 
in Y- .  The arcs of  Y+ U G + resp. of  Y- U G may be interpreted as forward arcs 
resp. backward arcs in the augmenting cycle z. We change the circulation in this 
augmenting cycle by 
where 
5=min{51,52,53,54} 
51 = min{cij-  xijl (i,j) ~ Y+ U G+; uj=aij*ui}, 
52=min{xi j - l i j l ( i , j )~ Y-  UG- ;  uj=aij*ui}, 
53 =min{lci j -xi j l  ( i , j )~ Y+ U Y ; uj>aij*ui}, 
54=min{Ixij- l i j l  ( i , j )~ Y+ U Y- ;  uj<aij*ui }. 
Notice that the minimum over the empty set is defined by 0o. We have 5>0 by 
definition of  green and yellow arcs. Also 5< oo because (t,s)~ Y+ or (s, t )~ Y- .  By 
changing the circulation all positive kiltervalues of  arcs in the augmenting cycle are 
reduced by 5. No kiltervalue is increased. 
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(fl) Change of u. I f  (B) holds we change u by adding an amount of  e > e to all u i- 
values with i e T. 
To calculate  we first partition the set R of  red arcs in the cutset (T, S) into four 
subsets: 
R1 = {(i, j)~R lieS; j e  T; Xij=Cij}, 
R2= {(i , j )eR[ ieS;  je  T; Xij=lij}, 
R3= {(i, j)~R lie T; j~S;  xij=cij }, 
R4={( i , j )eR] ieT ; j~S;  xo=lo }, 
By a change of u, arcs in R 1UR 4 keep in kilter because if ( i , j )~R l we have ieS, 
j e  Tand  uj>aij,u i. Thus e>e implies uj,e>_uj>aij,u i. A similar argument holds 
for R 4. However if lq--/:cij, arcs in R2UR 3 may move out of  kilter. To avoid this we 
have to choose e smaller or equal to the minimum of  
el=min{eijluj*eij=aij*ui; (i,j)eR2; l~jz]zCij} 
and 
ez=min{eijluj=eij*aij*ui; ( ,j)~R3; 16:gcij}. 
Next we partition the set Y of  yellow arcs in the cutset (T, S) into five subsets: 
Yl = {(i , J )~ Y[lo<-xij<cij; uj>aij*ui}, 
r'2= {(i,j) ~ rlx0<l/j}, 
Y3= {(i,j) E Yllij<xij<-cij; uj<aij*ui}, 
Y4 = {(i, J) ~ Y[ cij<xij}, 
Y5 = {(i,J) ~ Y[ (i,j) is in kilter}. 
Notice that all arcs iri Y1 to Y2 are forward arcs and all arcs in Y3 tO Y4 are back- 
ward arcs. Each (h j )e  Y5 keeps in kilter if we change u. For if 10=x U< cij and 
uj=aij*ui, then (i,j) is a forward arc and i~ T, j~S.  Thus uj=aij,ui<~aij,(ui,e) 
and (i,j) keeps in kilter. I f  on the other hand lq<xo=Cig and uj=aij*ui, then (i,j) 
is a backward arc and i~S, j~ T. Thus ui*e>_uj=aij.u i and (i,j) keeps in kilter. 
However, in both cases a change in colour from yellow to red is possible. 
I f  (i,j)e Yz that is ifxo<lij and i~ T, jeS ,  then the kiltervalue of  (i,j) is lij-xq 
if Uj<~aij*u i and Cij--Xij otherwise. We have lij--Xij<~Cij--Xij. Thus if u i changes to 
ui,~. the kiltervalue of  (i,j) does not increase. By a similar argument it can be 
shown that the kiltervalue of  (i, j)e Y4 does not increase. 
To avoid that an arc (i, j )  ~ Y1 U U 3 moves in kilter we have to choose e to be 
smaller or equal than 
e3=min{eijluj=eij*aij*ui; (i,j)~ 
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and 
~4 = min { eij I uj * eij = aij * ui; (i, j )  ~ Y3 }. 
I f  ei (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) is the minimum over the empty set, let/~i = OO where oo is defined 
to be an element with a___ oo for all a e H. We choose 
e = min{el,/~2' G3' e4}" 
There are three different cases to consider. 
Case 1: el =c2=,~3=,!/4 = oo. Then in the cutset (T,S) all red arcs belong to 
RIUR 4 and all yellow arcs belong to Y2U Y4U II5. Thus, we have 
(3.3) E l i j~  2 Xij-~- 2 X i j~  2 Cij" 
(i,j) 6E (i,j)~E (i,j)~E (i,j)~E 
i~ T, j~S ic T, j~S i~S, j6 T itS, j~ T 
Furthermore at least one inequality must hold strictly because the arc between s and 
t is yellow and out of  kilter and therefore belongs to Y2 or Y4. By Theorem 5, ACP  
has no feasible solution. 
Case 2: e= min{e3,e4 } < oo. Then at least one yellow out-of-kilter arc moves in 
kilter. No kiltervalue is increased. 
Case 3:e<min{e3,e4 }. Then at least one red arc ( i , j )  changes colour from red 
to yellow. I f  i ~ S, j ~ T then (i, j )  becomes a yellow forward arc and j ~ T becomes 
reachable from i ~ S. I f  on the other hand i ~ T, j ~ S then (i, j )  becomes a yellow 
backward arc and i ~ Tbecomes reachable f romj  ~ S. In both cases the labeling pro- 
cess can be continued. 
Finally note that also arcs (i, j )  with i, j ~ T may change their colour from red to 
yellow or from yellow to green because lgj--/zaij*U i may imply uj*g=aij*(ui*g. ) in 
some monoids. However, the kiltervalues are not increased in such a situation. 
Now, we are ready to formulate the algorithm. We assume that the input of  this 
algorithm is a circulation x and a vector u compatible with ACP,  for example x = 0 
and ui = e for all i ~ V. 
Algorithm 1 
1. Choose a circulation x and a compatible vector u; 
2. While k(x, u) > 0 do 
Begin 
3. Set all vertices unscanned and unlabeled; 
4. Find a yellow arc ( i , j )  with positive kiltervalue; 
5. If ( i , j )  is a forward arc then (t,s),---(i,j) else (t ,s) , - ( j , i ) ;  
6. Label s with "~" ;  
7. While t is not labeled and there exists an unscanned labeled vertex i do 
Begin 
8. For all vertices j with (L J) e E or (j, i) e E do 
9. If j is unlabeled then 
Begin 
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10. Colour (i,j) resp. (j,i); 
11. If j is reachable from i then label j by " i "  
End; 
12. Set i scanned 
End; 
13. If t is unlabeled then 
Begin 
14. Calculate e; 
15. If e = oo then Halt (problem has no feasible circulation) 
else change u-values 
End 
16. else calculate 6 and change circulation in the augmenting cycle 
End 
The complexity of one pass of the while loop 2. to 16. is O(n2). If in such a pass 
the kiltersum is not reduced at least by one, then at least one additional vertex can 
be labeled in the next pass. Thus there are at most n - 1 successive passes of the outer 
loop without decreasing k(x,u). Therefore the overall complexity is bounded by 
O(n3k) where k = k(x, u) is the initial kiltersum. 
To prove correctness of the algorithm we have to show that each u calculated in 
the algorithm keeps compatible with ACP. However this is a consequence of the 
next theorem. 
Theorem 6. Assume that algorithm 1 is applied to a problem for  which a feasible 
circulation exists. Let (T, S) be a (t, s)-cutset with respect o some circulation x and 
some vector u ~ H+. Let e < oo  be the corresponding value calculated in step 14 of  
Algorithm 1. Then ~(Ui )~)t (Z  ~)for all i~ V implies 2(e)_<2(z'). 
Proof. If in the cutset (T,S) there is an arc ( i , j )eR3U Y1, then by definition of e 
we have 
blj = Sij* aij* u i~ E * aij* u i 
and thus 
2 (z-) >- 2 (Uy) >_ 2 (e * aij* ui) = max{ 2 (e), 2 (aiy),/l (ui)} _> 2 (e). 
Therefore let us assume that R 3 = Y~ =q~. Then R2U Y3 :~q~ because <oo. For all 
( i , j )ERzU Y3 we have 
(3.4) uj*e<-uj*eij=aij*ui • 
Furthermore let 
2 (e) > max{2 (uk) I k = 1 .... .  n}. 
Then by (3.4) we must have 
(3.5) 2(e)<_2(aii) for all ( i , j )eRzUY3.  
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Next we show that there exists no feasible circulation y with yo=O for all (i,j) 
R2I'J Y3- For assume there is a feasible circulation with this property, then we 
replace the capacities c//in the original problem P by 
, (0 if ( i , j )6RzUY3,  
c0= ~c o else. 
Denote this modified problem by P'. Then y is a feasible circulation for P'. Now 
let us return to the circulation x. Because R 3 = Y1 = q~ for all (i, j )~  (T, S) with i ~ T, 
j e S we have x 0 <_ lij. By definition of c/)- for all (i, j )  ~ (T, S) with i ~ S, j ~ T we have 
t 
x 6 ~ c O. Thus 
(3.6) ~ lij>-- 2 Xij= 2 Xij~ 2 Ctij" 
(i,j)~E (i,j)~E (Lj)~E (Lj)~E 
i6T, j~S i~T,j~S i~S,j~T itS, jeT 
As in the discussion of case 1 in (3.6) at least one strict unequality must appear 
t because cij>_cij for all ( i , j )~E.  This is a contradiction to the fact that P '  has a 
feasible circulation. 
Now it is easy to finish the proof. We must have an optimal solution y with 
y0> 1 for at least one arc ( i , j )~RzLJ Y3. Together with (3.5) we have 
J.(e)<_J.(YijDaij)<_)t(yXDa)=)L(Z~). [] 
If we apply Algorithm 1 to a problem which has a feasible circulation it must stop 
with a feasible circulation even if we start with a circulation which is not feasible. 
Theorem 6 shows that in this case Algorithm 1 calculates an optimal circulation if 
we start with such an arbitrary circulation and a compatible u. 
The complexity of the out-of-kilter algorithm can be improved. As discussed 
before, if e<min{e3,e4} (case 3), then a red arc in the cutset changes its colour to 
yellow and the labelling process may be continued. In such a situation it seems to 
be preferable to continue with the while-loop 7. to 12. instead of the outer while- 
loop 2. to 16. However, in this case an additional bookkeeping is necessary which 
enables us to calculate the current e-value and to detect such a situation. An imple- 
mentation of such a bookkeeping is described in Lawler [15] for the sum objective 
case. A more structured version in connection with the algebraic ase can be found 
in Brucker & Papenjohann [1]. 
With these modifications the complexity reduces to O(n2k). Specializations of 
the modified algorithm lead to the complexity results given in the introduction. 
4. Application of scaling techniques 
Next we will show that capacity scaling as developed by Edmonds & Karp [9] also 
works if we have generalized circulation problems. Thus we can give a positive 
answer to the question whether general algebraic network flow problems are poly- 
nomially solvable. 
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Again we assume that in ACP  we have cij< ~ for all ( i , j )~E. Let p the smallest 
nonnegative integer with 
max{col (i,j) ¢E} <_2 p. 
Then for each k=0 . . . . .  p we denote by ACP  (k) the problem derived from ACP 
replacing the bounds cij resp. I U by 
] res  
Next we will study some properties of  these problems ACP (k). First note that 
ACP(m= ACP because all c 0 and l 0 are integer. Furthermore by definition of  p all 
c~P), I f  ~ are zero or one. It can be shown that 
(4.1) 9,.(k) 1 <r(k_l)<,~r(k ) for all ( i , j )eE  and k=l  . . . . .  p. 
~i j  - * - ~ i j  - - ~ij 
If  for ACP  (k- 1) there exists a feasible circulation, then by (4.1) and Theorem 5 we 
have for all cutsets (S, T) 
2 E l~ k)<- E l~ "k ')<- E ci(j k-')<-2 E c~ "k) 
(i,j)EE (i, j)~E ( i , j )cE (i,j) eE  
ieS, je  7" iES, je  T ie T, j~S  lET, yes  
which implies that there exists a feasible circulation for ACP  <k~. Thus if ACP  has 
a feasible circulation, then each ACP <k), k = 1, 2 . . . . .  p has a feasible circulation. 
Theorem 7. Let x be an optimal circulation ofACP <k) and y an optimal circulation 
ACp(k-  1). Then 
2 (x T [] a) <_ 2 (y T []a). 
Proof .  Assume that 2(xTE]a)>2(yT[~a). Then the set 
A = {(i, j )  eE l  2(aij ) > 2(yT[Ba)} 
is not empty. For all ( i , j )eA  we must haveYij=O and therefore l/~k- 1) = 0. This im- 
plies l bk) = 0 because 0<_ l(.k)<_ lb k- 1). Denote by ~p(k)  resp. ACP  (k- 1) the problems 
derived from ACP (k) resp. ACP  (k 1) by replacing the capacities c/(f ) resp. ci(j k 1) by 
IO if ( i , j )eA,  resp. ei(j k 1)=I0 if (i,j) eA,  
e~k)= c (~) else, C (k - l )  else. 
Then y is a feasible circulation for ACP  (k- 1) too. However ACP  (k) has no feasible 
solution. For if z is such a feasible solution, then 
2(aij)<_2(yT[Ba)<X(xT[~a) for all (i,j) with z/j~e0. 
Thus 2(zT[~a)<2(xT[Ba) which contradicts the optimality for x. By Theorem 5 
and (4.1) there exists a cutset (S, T) with 
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E li(j k-l)>- E 21y )> X 2eY )-> X C'~ -1) 
(i,j)e E (g j )e E (i,j)e S (g j )e E 
ie S, je  T ieS, je  T ie T, je  S ie T, je  S 
which is by Theorem 5 a contradiction to the fact that y is a feasible circulation for 
ACp(k- 1). [] 
Theorem 7 tells us that if u is compatible with ACP (k), then u is compatible with 
ACP(k-l) tOO. This observation leads to the following algorithm. 
Algor i thm 2 
1. x*--0; 
2. For all i t  Vdo ui*-e; 
3. For k'--p step - 1 until 0 do 
Begin 
4. Starting with (x, u) calculate an optimal solution (x (k), u (k)) of Acp(k); 
5. (x, u)+-(2x (k), u (k)) 
End 
For ACP (p) we have k(x, u) <_ rn if (x, u) is defined by statements 1. and 2. of the 
algorithm because all bounds of ACP (p) are zero or one. That for ACP (k-l) 
(k=p ..... 1) also k(2x (k), u(k))<_m can be seen as follows: 
If xi(f)=l(if ) and us(k)<aij*Ui(k), then by (4.1) 
2r(k) _ ~l(k) <_ l(k- 1) <_ 21(k) + 1 = 2X (k) + 1, ..ij -- -'U 
thus k(2xi(j k), us (.k), ui (k)) <- 1. 
If xbk)=C bk) and us(k)>--aij*Ui(k), then by (4.1) 
2xbk) = 2C.(,jk)>_ C (k- ')_> 2C/~ k)-  1= 2X(,j k) -  1, 
thus k(Zxi(j k), US(k), Ui (k)) <_ 1. 
If l(k)<--xi(j k)<cb k) and @k)=aij*u(k), then 
li(jk-1)<_21bk)+ 1 < 2x/~k) + l, 
thus l(k-1) <--2Xi(j k), and 
ci(j k-')_>2c/f ) -  l>2x  (k)- 1 or cy  l)->2x 7) 
and therefore k(2x~ k), u }e), u/(k)) = 0. 
We conclude that the overall complexity of Algorithm 2 is bounded by 
O(mn 2 log c) where c = max{cij[(i, j )  e E}. 
For the algebraic transportation problem resp. the algebraic network flow pro- 
blem we get the complexity bounds given in (3) resp. (4) in the introduction. 
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5. Unbounded problems 
I f  in the network there are arcs (i,j) with aij<e and cij= co the problem may be 
unbounded. However, this is only the case if ,~(z-) =20 and there exists a negative 
unbounded cycle, i.e. a cycle z with * li, j) c z aij < e and cij = c~ for all (i, j )  ~ z (see 
Zimmermann [18, pp. 221-224]). 
I f  it is known that 2(z3 =A0, the problem may be reduced to a problem in a vec- 
tor space where unboundedness can be detected as in the classical out-of-kilter 
algorithm. The problem is to calculate 2(z-). Z immermann proposes to solve an 
associated index bottleneck problem for finding 2(z-). 
Here we propose a different approach which is easier to implement. Furthermore 
it is possible to use algorithm 2 in connection with this approach which shows that 
problems with co= ~ are polynomially solvable too. 
Our approach is based on the following observation. 
.Theorem 8. I f  in a network without negative unbounded cycle there ex&ts a feasible 
circulation, then there exists an optimal circulation x with 
x i j<M for all arcs ( i , j )~E  with ci j=~ (5.1) 
where 
(5.2) M= ~ mij and mi j=l  lij i f  cij=oo, 
(i,j)eE ( Cij if  Cij< 0o. 
Proof .  We will show that i fy  is a feasible circulation there exists a feasible circula- 
tion x satisfying (5.1) for which x T [] a _ y a" [] a. Thus an optimal solution exists and 
can be found in the finite set of  circulation satisfying (5.1). 
Now assume that the feasible circulation y has the property that there exists a 
directed cycle z with 
(5.3) * aij>_e and Yij>lij for a l l ( i , j )~z.  
(i,j)~z 
Let 
A = min{y 0 - l/jl (i, j )  ~ z} > 0 
and define a new circulation y by 
IY i j -A if ( i , j )ez ,  
Yij = (.Yij else. 
For this new circulation y we have 
yWFqa= * Yij[Zaij 
(i,j)~E 
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due to (5.3). Furthermore Yij = lij for at least one (i, j )~  z. I f  we continue this pro- 
cess after at most m = IEI steps we get a feasible circulation x with xT[]a<yV[]a 
containing no cycle which satisfies (5.3). 
We claim that for x property (5.1) holds. For if not let (t,s) be an arc with 
xls > M and cts = ~.  Also Xts> Its by definition of  M. Furthermore there exists a path 
p from s to t containing only forward arcs (i,j) with xij>lij and cij= co. If  not let 
S be the set of  vertices reachable on a path containing only forward arcs (i,j) with 
xij > lij and cij = oo. Then t c T= V \ S and for all (i, j )  e E with i ~ S, j ~ T we have 
Xij:lij or  co< oo. 
This implies 
M<Xts < E xij= E xij <M 
j e t  itS 
jES je t  
which is a contradiction. 
Now (t,s) together with p form a directed cycle z with xij>lij for all ( i , j )Ez.  
Also .(i,j)ezaij<e because otherwise x satisfies (5.3). This means that z is a 
negative unbounded cycle which contradicts the assumption of  the theorem. [] 
Let ACP  m resp. ACPM+ 1 be the problem derived from ACP by replacing all 
capacities cU = oo by M resp. M+ 1. Let ZM resp. ZM+ 1 be the corresponding optimal 
values of  the objective function. Then we can proceed as follows. 
We first solve ACPM. If  ACPM has no feasible solution, then ACP has no feasi- 
ble solution. Otherwise if A(ZM)=20 we also solve ACPM+ 1. I f  ZM+1<ZM ACP is 
unbounded. In all other cases the optimal solution of  ACPM solves ACP.  
Note that if (x, u) is a solution of  ACP  M and u = (u i) is compatible with ACPM, 
then 2(ZM)=20 implies 2(u i )=20 for all i. Thus u is compatible with ACPM+ 1, 
too. Thus we can start with (x, u) if we want to solve ACPM+ i. 
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